Transport a hundred years ago was different from transport today. Read the questions and write the correct words.

1. Was the horse and cart dirtier or cleaner than a car today? ____________
2. Was the old bike quicker or bigger than a bike today? ____________
3. Was the old bus safer or slower than a bus today? ____________
4. Was the old train noisier or quieter than a train today? ____________

What was old transport like? Match the sentences with the type of transport.

1. They were slow and cold. a buses
2. There were steps outside and no doors. b horses and carts
3. They were loud and were very slow when they went up hills. c trams
4. They were noisy and stopped a lot for the animals. d trains

What are they? Read and match.

1. We have these on our roads today. They’re black and white. □
2. We can see these on our streets today. They were different a hundred years ago. □
3. We use these on the roads today. They show red, orange and green. □

Draw a horse and cart or an old bike. Complete the sentence.

I think it was ________________________ and ________________________ than today.